Going Further with Gephi and Tableau
Exercise 3
In this exercise you will create distinct @ mention and retweet networks in Gephi.

1. Open Gephi and find the file you wish to use (probably the one used in
Exercises 1 & 2).

2. Switch to the Data Laboratory tab.

3. Select the Edges table.

The Edges table contains the three columns we exported from Tableau - Weight,
@mention, and retweet:
Weight is equal to the total connections between Source and Target, taking into
account both @mentions and retweets.

Gephi uses just the Weight column to analyse and visualise a network. So, we will
first protect the original total weight values we exported from Tableau by duplicating
them in a new column.

4. In the button bar at the bottom of the Gephi window, select Duplicate
Column.

5. Click on Weight to select the column you want to duplicate.

6. Name the new column Weight (original), and click OK.

The Edges table now contains a new column that duplicates Weight.

7. We can now safely reset the Weight values to zero. In the button bar at the
bottom, click on Fill column with a value.

8. Select Weight.

9. Enter 0 and click OK .

You’ve now reset all edge weights to zero.

10. We’ll now focus first on the retweet network. In the button bar at the bottom,
click on Copy data to other columns.

11. Select retweet.

12. Choose Weight as the destination column and click OK.

The Weight column now matches the value of retweet, with zeros where there were
no retweets between two accounts.

13. You can now use this retweet-only network in our network analysis and
visualisation. Switch back to the Overview tab.

14. Gephi will still draw edges in the network visualisation even if their weight is
zero. So you will have to manually filter these out. In the Filters tab on the
right sidebar, select Edges > Edge Weight, and drag it onto the Drag filter
here target.

15. In the Edge Weight Settings box that appears at the bottom of the sidebar,
double-click 0.0 and enter 1 instead. Make sure you press enter, and then
click the Filter button.

In the Context box at the top of the right sidebar, you should now see that some
percentage of your edges has been filtered out. In our example, 81% of all edges are
still visible - meaning that 81% of all connections between accounts in our network
included at least one retweet.

Gephi does not automatically recalculate your metrics, or revise the visualisation, as
the underlying Weight values change. So you must trigger this manually.

16. First, in the Statistics tab in the right sidebar, click Run for Average Degree,
Avg. Weighted Degree, and Network Diameter to recreate these values for
the new network. Click Close on the report windows as they are shown.

17. If your graph is coloured, reset this to a neutral grey colour by clicking the
grey colour box in the bottom left-hand side of the Graph canvas.

18. Now use the Appearance box in the left sidebar to apply new node size and
colour settings based on the metrics you’ve just recalculated. Try different
combinations of these metrics, but perhaps start with Weighted In-Degree
for both node size and colour. If Gephi presents the values for your chosen
attribute as a partition list rather than as a sliding scale of rankings, click the
colour swatches icon in the bottom left-hand corner of the Appearance box
to correct this.

19. Remember that you may also need to apply a Spline again to bring out the
gradation of the mid-level nodes. If so, click on Spline… at the bottom of the
appearance box, and apply the template previously used in Exercise 1.

Using our #climatechange data, we now see more nodes with medium to high
indegree clustered on the right side of the graph, while on the left there are a small
number high-level nodes surrounded by many low-level nodes. This points to a
greater amount of mutual retweeting on the right, within the network of climate
change activists we identified in Exercise 2. It is also consistent with more centralised
retweeting only of the leading accounts on the left, where the UN-affiliated accounts
dominate.

Try different combinations of the available metrics, but return to the Weighted InDegree size and colour setting we’ve suggested before moving on.

20. When ready, return to the Data Laboratory.

21. Switch to the Nodes table.

22. Click anywhere in the Nodes table, and press Ctrl+ A (or Cmd + A) to select
all nodes.

23. Right-click anywhere on the table, and and choose Copy to… > New
workspace.

This has duplicated the graph in a new workspace. Workspaces in Gephi are similar
to the worksheet tabs in Tableau or Excel, but each hold a different dataset that is
not affected by what you do in other workspaces.

24. Select Workspace > Rename from the main drop-down menu, and rename
your first workspace to ‘Retweet Network’.

25. Switch to Workspace 2.

26. Switch to the Edges table.

Once again, you’ll now want to reset all edge weights to zero, and then copy a new
set of values into the Weight column - but this time using the @mention values.
27. Select Fill column with a value from the button bar at the bottom, select
Weight, and choose 0 as the value.

28. Copy the @mention values over to Weight by using Copy data to other
column from the button bar at the bottom, selecting @mention, and
choosing Weight as the target column.

29. Rename your new workspace to ‘@mention Network’.

30. Switch back to the Overview tab.

31. Again, you must filter out those edges that now have a weight of zero i.e.
those that consisted only of retweets, not of @mentions. Drag the Attributes
> Edge Weight filter into the Queries box once again, enter a minimum value
of 1, and click Filter.

In our #climatechange example, this leaves only just under 20% of edges visible.

32. As before, you’ll also need to recalculate Average Degree, Avg. Weighted
Degree, and Network Diameter to update those node metrics. To do this,
click Run against each one.

33. Reset your graph colour using the plain grey icon.

34. Use the Appearance box in the left sidebar as before to apply the different
metrics to node size and colour. If you use the same metrics for the
@mention network as you did for the retweet network, this makes a visual
comparison easier. So, again use Weighted In-Degree as the metric for both
size and colour, select the same size and colour scales, and also apply the
same value distribution spline templates as well.

Our #climatechange example shows a great deal less @mention than retweeting
activity. This may be different during a major summit on climate change policy,
however.

You can also create a network visualisation that takes into account only those edges
that are created by @mentions or retweets. For this, you will need to run the Force
Atlas 2 algorithm.

To visualise only the @mention or retweet edges
Repeat the following steps for each of your workspaces, to recalculate both
visualisations.
35. Select Force Atlas 2 from the drop-down menu in the Layout box on the left
sidebar.

36. Make sure LinLog mode is selected, and in the early phase of the
visualisation keep the Tolerance (speed) value well above 1.0 (we are
using 1000). Keep other setting as shown below. Press Run when you’re
ready to start.

37. Towards the end of the process, reduce Tolerance (speed) to 1.0 or below,
and also tick Prevent Overlap.

38. Press Stop once the network visualisation has settled.

39. Repeat these steps for your other workspace, so you have one

visualisation representing just @mentions, and another one for retweets.

Compare the two visualisations
Compared to the previous visualisation of the full network, how has the positioning of
nodes relative to each other changed? Have new clusters of intense retweeting or
@mentioning emerged in the respective graphs that had not been visible before?
Extension

Re-identify the clusters in each graph, using the Modularity algorithm from the
Statistics box in the right sidebar, and colour your nodes according to their cluster
membership.

40. Finally, make sure you save the data from both your workspaces once again.
Switch to each workspace in turn, and use Export > Graph file… to export
each dataset.

41. For both, save the visible graph only (to remove those edges that are not
created by @mentions and retweets), and to save these as .gexf files under
names such as - for our example - #climatechange-retweets.gexf and
#climatechange-mentions.gexf.

